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Animations in B2B Marketing 
  
Alfred Hitchcock once said: Dialogue should simply be something that comes out of the mouths of 
people whose eyes tell the story in visual terms. And his words truly resonate in today’s marketing 
climate. 
  
According to eMarketer, video and web animations, banner and search advertising will account for 80% 
of all spending through 2016 and online sales will surpass print this year, reaching $39.5 billion. A 
DIGIDAY survey found that 57% of marketing agencies plan to increase video and animated advertising 
throughout 2012 and YouTube has reported to have reached 4 billion daily global online video views, a 
25% increase from last year. What do all these facts mean? 
  
Much like Hitchcock did in his movies the market is asking us to show, rather than tell. 
  
According to Social Times, over the last 10 years the average attention span has dropped from 12 to 5 
minutes, consumers spend 48 seconds on a website and 5.33 minutes if that website has video 
or animation. Websites with video are 53 times more likely to appear on the front page of a Google 
search, and in the last 3 years mobile video traffic has increased by 5,000 percent. In addition, video 
and animated advertisements were shared via social media 1.5 million times in 2011. 
  
So it’s no surprise that businesses are starting to use videos and web animations as effective and 
exciting way to interest and engage customers. Animations are a cost effective and powerful way to 
demonstrate almost any product or service in ways that are beyond convention. Travel through the 
structure of a medical device that has yet to be built. Create an animated character to demonstrate a 
computer software program or an animated environment to show the reach of a mobile device.  
  
The options are endless and when precisely tailored, animation is a persuasive marketing tool that is not 
only compelling and affordable but can also translate to the boardroom, the web, in social networks and 
at tradeshows. 
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